Pattern Recognition of Abdominal Vasculature on Color Doppler in the Fetus as a Tool for Early Diagnosis of Bladder Exstrophy in the First and Early-Second Trimester: Initial Observations
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Abstract

Early prenatal diagnosis of bladder exstrophy is challenging because of its variable size and presentation. This article brings forth new signs on color Doppler (CD) to help establish the diagnosis in a suspected case. Two cases of omphalocele-exstrophy-imperforate anus-spinal defects complex presenting as a solid-cystic ventral mass at 11 weeks and a solid lower abdominal wall mass at 20 weeks, with nonvisualization of the urinary bladder, were studied by gray-scale and CD in sagittal and transverse-bladder views of the abdomen. The sagittal view on CD revealed an altered intrafetal course of umbilical artery (UA), widened UA-aorta angle (K angle), a break in the intersection of UA, and umbilical vein (UV) at the umbilicus—broken "X-sign" with distortion of the equilateral triangle normally formed by aorta, UA, and UV. The transverse-bladder view showed an altered divergent course of single-UA. Combination of these findings substantiated early diagnosis of bladder exstrophy, thus facilitating prenatal counseling.
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Key Messages

• Early prenatal diagnosis of bladder exstrophy is possible by pattern recognition of abdominal vasculature on color Doppler.
• The new signs—"X" and "Y" derived on color Doppler, as a clue to early diagnosis of bladder exstrophy—have not been identified in the current literature that makes this article unique.
Introduction

Bladder exstrophy is a rare severe congenital malformation with a reported incidence of 1 in 40,000 live births. Early prenatal diagnosis is scarcely described in the literature. For a comprehensive understanding of the role of color Doppler (CD) in early diagnosis of bladder exstrophy, it is imperative to understand the signature pattern of relevant abdominal vasculature on CD in a normal fetus at first-trimester-morphology scan. Sagittal view of the abdomen shows an equilateral triangle formed by aorta, umbilical artery (UA; one behind the other) and umbilical vein (UV). The perivesical UAs, arising from internal iliac arteries, run obliquely to emerge at the umbilicus where they intersect with UV to mimic the letter “X.” An intact “X-sign” indicates that UAs emerge normally at the umbilicus. The transverse-bladder view shows the two UAs converging across the urinary bladder (UB) within the pelvis, as they exit together to form a “Y.” The intact “Y-sign,” establishes that the bladder is positioned normally in the pelvis. UA-aorta angle (K angle) is an acute angle in sagittal view of a normal fetus because of the fixed intrafetal course of perivesical UAs (Fig. 1).

Bladder exstrophy reveals an altered intrafetal course of UAs resulting in distortion of the normal classic pattern of abdominal vasculature. This observation when applied to cases with nonvisualization of UB helps establish the early prenatal diagnosis of bladder exstrophy.

Case Reports

Case 1

A 30-year-old primigravida with unremarkable family and personal history had early morphology scan at 11 weeks gestation.

Two-dimensional and three-dimensional ultrasound revealed increased nuchal translucency (4 mm), obliterated intracranial lucency, a solid-cystic lower abdominal wall mass, absence of UB, and lumbar meningocele (Fig. 2A–D). Anus could not be commented upon.

CD of the fetal abdomen in sagittal view revealed low emergence of UA, widened obtuse “K angle” (146 degrees), and UV coursing the center of solid ventral mass through prolapsed liver to enter the abdomen at the umbilicus. UA and UV did not intersect at the umbilicus (but do so outside the abdomen) resulting in broken “X-sign” with consequent distortion of the equilateral triangle normally formed by aorta, UA, and UV. Transverse-pelvic view showed an altered divergent course of the single-umbilical artery (SUA) as it emerges alongside the cystic exstrophic mass (Fig. 3A–C).

Noninvasive-prenatal test was normal and maternal serum α-fetoprotein was raised.

A diagnosis of omphalocele-exstrophy-imperforate anus-spinal defects (OEIS) complex was given. The patient underwent termination by dilatation and evacuation. Hence, autopsy could not be conducted.
Case 2
A 23-year-old primigravida had her anomaly scan at 20 weeks with a presumptive diagnosis of omphalocele. Her second-trimester serum screening was normal.

Two-dimensional and three-dimensional ultrasound revealed an irregular solid lower abdominal wall mass, nonvisualization of UB, bilateral club feet, hemivertebrae in the thoracic region, and imperforate anus (►Fig. 4A–C).

CD of the abdomen in sagittal view showed an altered intrafetal course of UA, obtuse “K angle,” broken “X-sign” (►Fig. 4A–C), distorted equilateral triangle formed by aorta (AO), UA, umbilical vein (UV) (C) Transverse-pelvic view shows a divergent single-umbilical artery (SUA).

Discussion
The OEIS complex has a sporadic occurrence with an incidence of 1:200,000 to 1:400,000 live births. Isolated extrophy bladder has a reported detection rate of 15%. The anterior abdominal wall and anterior bladder wall are deficient and posterior bladder wall protrudes through the defect. It could rarely present as a cloacal membrane cyst. Nonvisualization of the UB with normal kidneys and amniotic-fluid index raises the suspicion of bladder extrophy. However, the classic sign of nonvisualization of the bladder may not be reliable during early gestation because of limited fetal urine production and other causes. Additionally, other lower abdominal cystic structures may mimic a bladder in the pelvis. Application of CD to these fetuses substantiates the diagnosis of bladder extrophy by demonstrating altered abdominal vasculature.

In the first trimester, CD reveals a signature pattern of abdominal vasculature in sagittal and transverse-bladder views of a normal fetus (which can be extrapolated to mid-second-trimester scan).

CD in the current cases of bladder extrophy presenting as a component of OEIS complex revealed altered intrafetal course of UAs as they emerge infraumbilically alongside the bladder extrophy, with consequent widening of “K angle” (obtuse), broken “X-sign,” distorted equilateral triangle in sagittal view and divergent course of SUA in transverse-bladder view (►Figs. 3 and 5).
In case 2, the presumptive diagnosis of omphalocele was changed to OEIS complex due to the obtuse “K angle” sign seen on CD that points to the presence of bladder exstrophy along with omphalocele. In an isolated omphalocele, CD reveals normal acute “K angle” because of the normal oblique perivesical course of UA along normally positioned UB in the pelvis.

To further validate the usefulness of these novel signs, we refer to two cases of bladder exstrophy from literature—a case of cystic bladder exstrophy confluent with omphalocele (OEIS complex) at 17 weeks and another case of isolated cystic bladder exstrophy at 16 weeks.1,4 Broken “X-sign” is apparent on sagittal view in both the cases as depicted in the schematic diagram (Fig. 7G–J). Additionally, the presence of both UA in these cases reveals open “Y-sign” on transverse-bladder view as they emerge parallel/divergent, alongside the interposed exstrophic bladder to meet across the ventral mass outside the coelomic cavity. These novel signs, although apparent on images of these reviewed cases, have not been identified/described in the publications.1,4
Early prenatal diagnosis of bladder exstrophy is challenging.\(^5\) Low insertion of umbilical cord helps in the diagnosis of bladder exstrophy between 14 and 17 weeks, when there is no ventral mass bulge.\(^2\)

**Conclusion**

With the help of two cases, our article highlights the potential of pattern recognition of abdominal vasculature by CD for diagnosis of bladder exstrophy at first and mid-second-trimester morphology scan. Altered intraternal course of UA manifesting as aforementioned novel signs, put together in a suspected case, could establish the diagnosis with utmost certainty, facilitating early decision making.

We feel that these initial observations could pave the way for a larger study on the subject to validate these signs.
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